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Carnap’s Theory of Confirmation



Probabilistic Confirmation

1. Carnap’s thought is that we can get confirmation with all the required

properties by basing it on probability.

2. Define background knowledge K as all the propositions in L such that

P(X ) = 1.

3. Given an E and H in L, we apply the Ratio Formula to calculate P(H|E).

4. Carnap suggests two measures of confirmation:

4.1 E confirms H relative to K just in case P(H|E) is high.

4.2 E confirms H relative to K just in case P(H|E) > P(H).
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Probabilistic Confirmation

1. Suppose that E confirms H relative to K just in case P(H|E) is high.

Carnap calls it firmness.

2. It faces some issues:

2.1 What is the borderline for P(H|E) being high?

2.2 Secondly, irrelevant evidence can confirm H. Suppose that P(H|E)

is already high enough, and we introduce a new but irrelevant piece

of evidence En. P(H|(E&En)) will also be high enough, so En also

confirms H. But it is strange since we know that En is irrelevant.

2.3 Lastly, suppose that the threshold is set and P(H|E) is high enough,

so E confirms H. Suppose that H =⇒ H ′. By the consequences of

the probability axioms P(H|E) ≥ P(H ′|E), and so E also confirms

H ′. It means that Special Consequence Condition is satisfied (and

we don’t want that).
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Probabilistic Confirmation

1. From now on, we will suppose that E confirms H relative to K just in

case P(H|E) > P(H). Carnap calls it increase in firmness.

2. E disconfirms H relative to K just in case P(H|E) < P(H).

3. If P(H|E) = P(H), then E is irrelevant to H and neither confirms nor

disconfirms it relative to K .

4. This confirmation criterion meets Disconfirmation Duality and the

Equivalence, Entailment, and Converse Entailment Conditions.
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Probabilistic Confirmation

1. Carnap accepts the uniqueness thesis, which makes him normative

objective Bayesian – he thinks only one credence distribution is rationally

permissible for each agent given her total evidence

4



Subjective Bayesian confirmation



Probabilistic Confirmation

1. Subjective Bayesians think that specifying an agent’s background

corpus/total evidence K is insufficient to fully determine her rational

credences (in contrast to Carnap) – they let agents use different

hypothetical priors.

2. A subjective Bayesian will say that E confirms H for a specific agent just

in case cr(H|E) > cr(H) on that agent’s current credence distribution cr .

3. E confirms H for a particular agent just in case conditionalising on E

increases that agent’s confidence in H.
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Problem of Subjective Bayesians

1. We can formulate the subjective Bayesianism as saying that confirmation

is always relative to some probability distribution, which cannot be

sufficiently specified by providing a corpus of background evidence K .

1.1 It means that the determining distribution does not always need not

be an agent’s credence distribution.

1.2 For example, a group can assess some evidence E from a perspective

of a common probabilistic distribution which does not pertain to any

particular individual in that group.

2. We can criticise subjective Bayesianism by saying that for any E and H,

there will be some distribution on which they are positively relevant. It

makes the notion of confirmation almost empty.

3. Also confirmation is that for confirmation to play the objective role we

require in areas like scientific inquiry, it should never be relative to

something so subjective as an agent’s degrees of belief about the world.
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Confirmation measures



The Idea

1. The confirmation measures measure the degree to which evidence E

confirms a hypothesis H.

2. P(H|E) cannot measure the degree to which E confirms H because the

value of P(H|E) may be affected as much by the value of P(H) as it is by

the influence of E . So P(H|E) is not fully reflective on the relationship

between H and E relative to P.

3. We introduce Relevance Measures.
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Relevance Measures

1. They all agree that E confirms H relative to P just in case

P(H|E) > P(H).

2. There is a wide variety of confirmation measures satisfying this basic

constraint. We can read them as the degree to which E confirms H

relative to P on, say, the d-measure:

d-measure: d(H,E) = P(H|E)− P(H)

s-measure: s(H,E) = P(H|E)− P(H|¬E)

r-measure: r(H,E) = log[P(H|E)
P(H)

]

l-measure: r(H,E) = log[ P(H|E)
P(H|¬E)

]

3. Notice: If H and E are. . .

1.) positively relevant, the value of the measure is positive.

2.) negatively relevant, the value is negative.

3.) independent, the value is 0.

8
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Example: Relevance Measures

We Are Interested in Comparative Statements (Titlebaum p. 211)

Different measures will give different comparative statements. Suppose

that we roll a six-sided dice. Our two hypotheses are that 1.) the rolled

number is 2 and 2.) the rolled number is (3∨ 5). Our evidence E is that

a prime number was rolled and suppose you start with equal distribution

over possible results P(1) = · · · = P(6) = 1/6.

1. d(2, prime) = P(2|prime)− P(2) = 1/3− 1/6 = 1/6

2. d(3 ∨ 5, prime) = P(3 ∨ 5|prime)− P(3 ∨ 5) = 2/3− 2/6 = 1/3

3. r(2, prime) = log[P(H|E)
P(H)

] = log[ 1/3
1/6

] = log(2)

4. r(3 ∨ 5, prime) = log[P(H|E)
P(H)

] = log[ 2/3
2/6

] = log(2)

5. Do not pay attention to absolute values (specific numbers), but

how they compare to each other – the difference between

d-measure and r-measure.
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Choosing a Relevance Measure

1. Since different measure give different comparative results, we need to

select those that we deem more appropriate.

2. We can follow Hampel to dentify abstract features we want a

confirmation measure to display.
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Choosing a Relevance Measure

Hypothesis Symmetry: For all H and E in L and every probabilis-

tic P, P(H,E) = −P(¬H,E).

1. Hypothesis Symmetry says that evidence which favours a hypothesis will

disfavour the negation of that hypothesis just as strongly.

Logicality: All entailments receive the same degree of confirmation,

and have a higher degree of confirmation than any non-entailing

confirmations.
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Thank you!
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